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Dear Friends,

A new year has begun and the spring sale season is upon us. There is so much to be thankful for this spring that it is hard to know where to begin. Much of Texas has received the beneficial rain that has been in short supply for the last year and a half. I have been receiving reports of some locations getting as much as 25 to 30 inches since November. What a true blessing!

Along with this much needed moisture and green grass has come an unprecedented cattle market. Calf prices are reaching record levels along with fat cattle. Even during one of the worst droughts in history cows and calves were still bringing more money than anyone could recall. This trend is projected to continue for the next several years as demand is up and supply is down in the beef cattle industry. The US cow herd is at the lowest level since the early 1950s and is NOT projected to increase anytime soon. Couple this with domestic demand for the product being on the rise and certainly foreign demand is reaching and surpassing historical numbers. This trend is setting the stage for one of the strongest markets in the cattle business that anyone has ever seen.

Now how does all of that tie to this offering of cattle? This offering each year has become known as the place to find the best of the best genetics offered in the Brangus breed. These are the genetics that will produce herd sires and donor quality females. As cattlemen start to rebuild they will look to you, the seedstock producer, to provide them with quality replacement genetics. All you have to do is looking for a bull or a set of replacement females and you become quickly aware of just how short the supply currently is for these cattle. Due to this shortage of genetics the price is currently on the rise for these cattle and is projected to go substantially higher than what we are currently witnessing.

Now is the time more than ever to increase the quality and productivity of your existing cow herd. You want to be geared up and in full production when your customer comes looking for those replacement females and/or herd sires.

Each animal in this sale goes through a rigorous screening process to be sure that the quality that has come to be expected in this sale stays at only the highest level. I am proud to say that once again each breeder has outdone themselves by allowing me the opportunity to come in and pick from the core of their program. These are the cattle that each ranch was planning to keep and use to progress each of their own herds. As you study the pages ahead you can see that these are young cattle with the phenotype and genotype that everyone is searching for. This year is no different than years past, anyone would be hard pressed to find more top-notch genetics assembled in one offering at one time. As you look over this year’s offering you will also see that something new has been added. We have added an outstanding set of Brahman genetics. These genetics are coming from ranches that are not strangers to the cattle business. Because Brahman cattle are a parent breed of Brangus we thought it would be a nice enhancement to the offering, to offer you, the customer, an opportunity to purchase some Brahman genetics that are rarely available in the United States.

Make sure that you come early to truly get The Collection experience. We will be having The Collection Get Together on Thursday evening March 1st at 4:30 PM out under the tent. This will be a full day ahead of the sale and will allow everyone time to relax and catch up and make new friends while they study the sale offering. Refreshments will be available so swing in and take a look around.

Then be sure to join us on Friday evening for the BIG EVENT! Cattle will be available all day Friday for viewing and the festivities will begin at 8 PM that evening with a pre-sale social. There will be entertainment, food, and beverages for everyone. At 9 PM sharp The Collection sale will begin. Once the sale is over be sure to stick around and enjoy the evening with your fellow Brangus and Brahman breeders. The band will play for a couple of more hours and just ask anyone that has attended the sale in the past, this is a party you do not want to miss. I extend to each of you a personal invitation to come and join us for another historical night under the tent in Houston.

Sincerely,

Kyle Devoll
Sale Management
Cattle Solutions
Kyle Devoll
979.820.8362
ciairj@gmail.com
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Lot Special Pick from Draggin’ M Cattle Co.

Donor: Miss CRC Cadence 55R18 - ET heifer calf at right by Garrett of Brinks 789P.

Donor: Miss Brinks Gaucho 99H51 - ET heifer calf at right by Csonka of Brinks 30R4.

Donor: Suhn’s Miss Cadence 331L2 - ET heifer calf at right by Ms CRC Affirmed 331U31 (331L2 daughter) and MC Nuff Said 889T50.

Donor: Ms Brinks New Era 468P14 - ET heifer calf at right by Suhn’s Next Step 331R7.

Donor: Ms Brinks Gd Fortune 541P103 - ET heifer calf at right by MC Nuff Said 880T50.

Donor: Suhn’s Miss Cadencs 894H - ET heifer calf at right by LTD of Brinks 41ST28.
Draggin’ M Ranch has decided to open the gates and offer the pick of our entire Fall 2011 ET Heifer calf crop. Since we began breeding Brangus cattle, our philosophy has been to put more emphasis on buying donor cows rather than bulls. Anybody can breed to the most popular bulls in the breed for only the cost of a straw of semen, but the value is in the calves that can be raised by the proven donor cows. Represented in this offering are progeny out of some of the breeds’ most proven donor cows mated to some of the hottest bulls of today. We are selling full possession and full interest in one of these great young females.

**MS BRINKS NEW ERA 468P14**
Possibly one of the greatest daughters of the famed MISS BRINKS CADENCE 468G15, 468P14 combines one of the most impressive EPD combinations with an impeccable phenotype. She ranks in the top 15% for an impressive 7 traits including top 1% for REA, top 2% for BW, and top 5% for Milk. She has an average BW Ratio of 99, average WW ratio of 104, average YW ratio of 107, and an average REA ratio of 106. We have 3 matings on the ground out of 468P14 this fall including Suhn’s Next Step 331R7, MC Nuff Said 889T50, and MC Real Deal 541R3 and it would take a coin toss to pick the best one.

**MS CRC AFFIRMED 331U31**
At the Inaugural Chimney Rock 500, a flush of the immortal SUHN’S MISS CADENCE 331L2 was purchased by Draggin’ M for $35,000. This tremendous young female is a result of that flush, along with a young herd sire “Cochise”, which we have retained in our herd, as well as 8 other bulls and females. She ranks in the top 25% for an impressive 7 traits. Sired by Affirmed and out of the famed 331L2, she offers a genetic package that is rivaled by few in the breed. Mated to MC Nuff Said 889T50, this could definitely be a breed changing match.

**MS BRINKS GOOD FORTUNE 541P103**
Originally purchased from Camp Cooley by Johnston Farms for $42,000 and then later purchased by us from Ray Johnston for $25,000, she is one of the great female producers in the breed. Three daughters out of her sold at The GENETRUST at Chimney Rock Sale in 2011 to average $8,500. Mated to MC Nuff Said 889T50, the calves on the ground are moderate framed with lots of muscle, bone, and eye appeal.

**MS CRC CADENCE 55R18**
Bought from Chimney Rock in 2010 for $28,000, she is one of the most prolific and consistent cows in the breed. The first time we flushed her after purchasing her, she flushed a total of 35 good embryos sired by Garrett of Brinks 789P. The calves that are on the ground out of this mating are very impressive.

**MISS SUHN’S CADENCE 894H**
Purchased from Suhn Cattle Company for $20,000, 894H is also one of the greatest female producers in the breed. With a milk EPD of 29 and a total of 101 calves registered out of her, 894H daughters have proven to be fertile and functional females with plenty of eye appeal and style. Mated to LTD of Brinks 415T28, the calves on the ground are definitely the right kind.

**MS BRINKS GAUCHO 99H51**
She is the dam of the high selling cooperator bull at Camp Cooley in 2007, “Pecos of Brinks 99587” who sold to Judy McDonald for $23,500. Progeny out of this great female have proven to be well accepted in the market place. Mated to Csonka, the calves have a ton of bone and eye appeal.

*Selling full possession and full interest in one heifer. If the female should ever enter into embryo transfer, Draggin’ M retains one full flush to the sire of our choosing.*
Two firsts are occurring with this female. It is the first time that Vorel Farms has offered anything for sale in The Collection and 919Y is the first Dimension female to sell. These are two first worth taking note of.

It is hard to even pick a spot to start to talk about Vorel Ms Dimension 919Y. The picture certainly says it best! Just stop and study this powerful young donor female. Rarely do you come across an animal with this much overall width of frame, depth of body, natural rib shape, and all of this is supported on a surplus of bone. As you stop, study and ponder on this female you must ask yourself one question. What traits in a female produce herd sires? Well you start at the ground and work back up the animal. Is she sound on her feet and legs with more than ample bone and foot? YES. Does she have depth of body with lots of shape and capacity? YES. Is there an overall expressive muscle pattern that carries its way across her top and work through her rear end and terminate into an expressive lower quarter? YES. Is she loose hided enough to indicate growth in herself and someday her progeny? YES. This female truly answers YES to all of the right questions.

Once you have studied her phenotypically, you start to critique her pedigree and it becomes evident why this female looks the way she does. Open heifer.

Vorel Ms Dimension 919Y also post a strong set of balanced EPDs. Anyone who has bred cattle for any length of time will quickly realize that it is extremely hard to combine all of these positive attributes into one package. 919Y does exactly that!
Lot 3

CATTLE SOLUTIONS ©
We jumped at the opportunity to offer such an outstanding female as the first progeny available at public auction from our small, yet cutting edge Brangus operation. Our forward-thinking perspective of the Brangus industry allowed us to get in on the ground floor of the sensational MC Onstar 924W bull, that we purchased in the 2010 Mound Creek sale. This power-packed bull offers a great hybrid of style and performance to fit any program from range bull production to show ring superstars. The female we are offering in Houston this year is the best product of that phenomenal bull. The grand dam of this female is the NMSU 924 cow, the matriarch of the esteemed Red Bird Meadows program. This female’s offspring have soared to the top of sales at every turn. Producing leading breed changers such as Rock Star, Elegido, Onstar and the bull Righteous, who has recorded over $50,000 in semen sales out of the first 200 units offered.

The bottom side of this future donor cow’s pedigree houses the 468 cow family - a lineage that needs no introduction to the Brangus cattle world. Her dam 468N14 is a Decade that won the prestigious Camp Cooley pen show. She was one of our first purchases in the Brangus breed and started us on the path to producing exciting Brangus genetics such as 468Y.

We at JOJ Brangus feel that this rising star will easily fall into the top 10% of any Brangus herd. If you are looking for a leader who offers premium outcross genetics, look no further than 468Y.
The Collection 2012
Lot 4A
CATTLE SOLUTIONS ©
Once again Cavender Brangus does not disappoint. For the past two years they have brought cattle to Houston that have been sale toppers and I am confident that these two females will follow in those same footsteps of greatness.

Cavender is offering choice on two outstanding daughters out of the great Csonka son LTD of Brinks 415T28. The LTD daughters and sons have really been coming into their own over the last couple of years. He has made his mark on the breed by producing extremely functional cattle that are packed with lots of muscle and eye appeal. These two females, CB MS LTD 675Y12 and CB MS LTD 129Y2 carry on that same tradition of excellence.

Each one of these females is loaded with lots of muscle yet maintain the femininity that everyone wants in a female. You will also notice the correctness of structure and the super smooth lines that each possesses. You will also see that all of this structure is supported on feet and legs that even the most critical cattleman can appreciate.

As is always the case with Cavender cattle, you not only get an impeccable phenotype but the cattle come with the pedigree and stats that discerning breeders are looking for. These two females come from two of the top cow families of the business, 129 and 675. We could spend all day going on and on about what these families have produced but I think these females tell that story best of all.

Take a look at the numbers: 675Y12 ranks in the Top 4% of the breed for WW, Top 10% for SC, Top 15% for REA and M&G, Top 20% for YW and Top 25% for IMF. Now study 129Y2, she ranks in the Top 2% for WW, Top 3% for YW and REA, Top 4% for M&G, Top 10% for SC and Top 20% for Milk.

I am sure it will be a hard decision to make on which female to take home on Friday night. They both have impeccable pedigrees, phenotype, and EPDs. Each of these daughters of LTD is sure to have a donor career ahead of them.
This first lot being offered by The Oaks Farms comes from a cow family that needs no introduction to Brangus breeders. The 541 cow family has had numerous progeny generated over the years that have gained much notoriety. If you stop and study this female’s pedigree you will find that she comes from two of the great 541 cows, 541P103 and 541T7.

541P103 first sold as a donor female at the Camp Cooley dispersal to Johnston Farms for $42,000. After having a tremendous impact on their program, John Milam of Draggin M Ranch had the opportunity to purchase this female. What a donor cow she has turned out to be for their program as well. This female has produced over $100,000 in sales in her lifetime.

Now stop and notice that the dam of 541X33 is an own daughter of Cskona, Oaks Ms Csonka 541T7. She is a no miss female and talk about fertility in this pedigree. The first time 541T7 was flushed, she produced over 20 number one grade embryos and has gone on to average over 15 number one embryos per flush. Wow! What a donor cow.

Now couple all of this with the fact that 541X33’s sire is Suhn’s Next Step 331R7, who over the last two years has produced some of the highest averaging females in the GENETRUST sales and in this very sale. A full brother to 541X33 will sell this spring as a highlight lot in the GENETRUST at Suhn Cattle Company sale.

If you are looking for a female that is all cow from top to bottom and front to back then you must take a look at 541X33. You will be struck by her depth of body, overall natural thickness, more than ample bone, and certainly that she is still quite feminine. She also post some mighty impressive EPDs. She ranks in the top 15% of the breed for SC, top 20% for REA and to 30% for YW, and top 35% for both Milk and M&M. You must not overlook her carcass merit either. She scanned a 14 in ribeye to ratio 120 and scored an impressive 5.09 IMF. Talk about adding some carcass merit to a herd, put this female to work in your donor program and let her pass these extraordinary genetics throughout your herd.

This is truly a donor cow in the making and The Oaks have offered her to you straight from the heart of their program. It is not every day that you get the opportunity to purchase an animal that is so royally breed with such an outstanding phenotype as well.
The Suhn’s Next Step 331R7 females have made quite a name for themselves over the past two years. They are highly sought after females that have become proven mothers. Several of these females have gone on to become top donor females in herds across the country and MS SLC Next Step 111X14 will surely take her place in that illustrious category.

If you are looking for a female to add to your herd with a slightly different twist to her pedigree then look no further. Not only is this female out of the great Next Step but she is a granddaughter of the equally impressive MC John Wayne 165N3 “Tank” bull. As always the Mound Creek genetics will produce cattle with lots of red meat and bone. Tank is a John Wayne son that does just that. It was a perfect blend to take MC MS Tank 111T3 and mate her to Next Step. This produced the female you see today that exhibits the perfect balance between muscle and power and style and femininity. Stop and study this female and you too will see that it is hard to find fault with this future donor female.

Anyone who has raised Brangus cattle for any length of time also realizes what an accomplishment it is to raise an animal that ranks in the Top 25% of the breed or higher for 6 of the recorded EPD traits. She ranks in the Top 10% for YW and M&G, Top 15% for WW, REA, and Milk, and Top 25% for SC.

Here is an animal and a breeder that have done the homework for you. These are truly the kind that are hard to part with!
Lot 7
If you are looking for a power cow then look no further, Oaks Ms Csonka 468X20 is just that. She is an own daughter of Csonka of Brinks 30R4. There is only one way to get a Csonka female in your herd, either buy one or be an owner of a syndicated semen share of Csonka and try to produce one. As you start to study her pedigree it becomes clear once again that The Oaks has brought another female to you that comes from one of the most recognizable cow families in the Brangus world today, 468.

Upon closer evaluation of the pedigree, you will see that Oaks Ms Csonka 468X20 traces back to Miss Brinks Lineman 468D4. This is the same great female that Lot 3 from JOJ Ranch traces back to as well. You can start to see that great cows produce great progeny. If you were to take the time to truly trace this pedigree you would find that 468D4 traces to 468X, a Scotch Cap daughter. Yes that is correct, the world renowned Scotch Cap bull that was so well known for his great maternal attributes. The 468X female not only produced 468D4 but she also produced the legendary 468G15. With a little bit of breed history, you can now see why the 468 cow family has become known as one of the most consistent and proven cow families in the Brangus breed.

As you start to study the numbers on this great female you can see that she scanned a 12.28 inch ribeye with a scan weight of 985 lbs. and a 4.92 IMF. Talk about carcass. That is 1.24 square inches of ribeye per hundred weight. She also ranks in the top 5% of the breed for SC, top 15% for IMF and WW, top 25% for M&G, and top 30% for YW.

If you are wishing to add carcass and power to your herd then take a portion of the 468 legacy home with you in this phenomenal package, Oaks Ms Csonka 468X20.
Just stop and study a super cool female, Vorel Ms Abrams 25Y. She is extremely neat fronted with lots of eye appeal. If you want a front pasture female that will make the neighbors turn their heads then 25Y is a must see. She will have the power and performance to compete with any female in the breed but does it all in a super attractive feminine package. Vorel Ms Abrams 25Y puts it all together style, pedigree, and numbers.

Of course, why shouldn’t she look like this and perform like this? Her sire MC Abrams 468T22 needs no introduction to Brangus breeders. He was purchased by Schmidt Farms and Iron Farms in the fall of 2008 from Mound Creek Ranch and Circle RP Ranch. These are all breeders who can recognize a breed changer when they come along. MC Abrams 468T22 is a direct decendant of animals that need no introduction, MC John Wayne 165N3 “Tank” and Miss Brinks Cadence 468G15. Everyone knows the legacy that both of these animals have produced. You couple all of this power and performance with the style of her dam Vorel Ms Newt 2/25W and you start to see how the genetics lined up to produce this exceptional female.

Once again, just like with all Vorel Farms cattle, 25Y has set forth an extremely balanced set of EPDs. She ranks in the top 15% of the breed for BW, Top 20% for REA, Top 25% for YW, Top 30% for Milk and M&G, and Top 35% for WW.

This female is sure to carry on the legacy of her proud parentage and produce offspring that can function out in the pasture or in show ring.
If you like cattle with style that are backed by proven, consistent producing genetics, pay attention here. Sired by the outstanding, high-selling OnStar, this female has as much internal capacity as anyone could ask. She combines her soft-ribbed design with a tremendous length of spine which extends throughout her head and neck which is as smooth, sleek, and attractive as you can make one. The dam of this female is THE best uddered cow in our entire herd, and is as attractive as any female we have. Her dam exemplifies what the Brangus breed is known for, outstanding females that produce a consistent product for an extended period of time; whereas she shows a BW ratio of 90 and WW ratio of 117, all the while maintaining a 365 day calving interval! Combine this with the fact that OnStar’s infamous granddam had a record 16 straight calves on a 363 day calving interval and this is the beef business as it should be!!! As no surprise, this heifer ranks in the top 10% of the breed for Milk, 15% for TM and in 20% for BW and in addition, she charts REA in the top 20% and IMF in the top 30%. Her sire certainly needs no introduction as OnStar is truly one of the great young stars in the breed and descends from a tribe that just keeps rolling out chart toppers. As you analyze this lot both on paper and in person, she sets up perfectly for some of the great young power bulls in the breed. She has the rib and dimension to carry them and the proven maternal producing ability to know they will undoubtedly make it to the finish line! Invest with confidence here and own of one of the first OnStar daughters to be production.
Lot 10
Randy was really impressed with Onstar when he sold at Mound Creek in the spring of 2010. The consistency of the 924 cow family was really evident that day with Onstar, his full brother Eligedo and not to be outdone, his two full sisters who were purchased that day from Red Bird Meadows by Southern Cattle Company. All 4 animals sold at the top of the sale. Randy was not on the final bid on any of those animals, but did purchase some Onstar semen as soon as it became available. That same spring, he mated several of his cows to Onstar, and flushed 2 donor cows to Onstar. One of his stronger cows from the Camp Cooley donor herd, Miss Brinks Good Fortune 99P, was one of those cows flushed to Onstar and the dam of this lot produced 12 embryos, and seven live calves. SF Miss Onstar 99Y5 is one of those ET calves born in March 2011.

SF Miss Onstar 99Y5’s dam is out of the feed efficiency leader Good Fortune and posted an adjusted IMF of 7.040 to ratio 132% at yearling. Onstar scanned 5.339% to ratio 113% in his contemporary group in a strong field of Mound Creek bulls. Ultrasound data on this heifer, 99Y5, will not be available by sale time as this heifer will not yet be a year old, but she should be off the charts. Combine that with almost perfect phenotype and flawless structure and you have a valuable breeding piece in a progressive breeder’s program.

Joe Cavender and Randy Schmidt partnered to buy the available interest and possession of Onstar at the Corlay Dispersal last fall based on the good calves they were seeing in their herds and herds across the country. We think if Onstar keeps producing females like this, he will go down as one of the breed greats. Study your lesson here, and we think you will agree this is a “sure enough” donor cow in the making, with a bright future in moving the Brangus breed forward.
Lot 11A

Lot 11B
choenig Land and Cattle is offering choice of these two outstanding MC Rock Star 924U6 females. These are the FIRST Rock Star females to sell through this sale. What an opportunity that the savvy cattleman will want take advantage of.

You would be hard pressed to find another cow family, beside 924, that has created more excitement in the Brangus breed. When Red Bird Meadows purchased Miss NMSU 924, I think even they would agree, little did anyone know what an impact this cow would have on the Brangus breed. She has produced so many sale toppers it is hard to even know where to start. Not only has she produced great sons, but great daughters as well. In one sale, the Mound Creek March 2010 sale, this cow generated over $110,000 on the sale of Onstar, El Ejido and two females that went to Southern Cattle Company. What an accomplishment! She had produced Rock Star the year before and has produced several top selling females since.

If you are wanting to add some REA to your herd, then these two females are a must see. The actual scan data on these females shows that they are outliers for this trait. I think it is important to take note that both of these females scanned approximately 5 weeks before there yearling birthday. Now read the data, 839X5 weighed 722 lbs at scan time and scanned a 13.2 inch ribeye. WOW! That is 1.83 square inches of ribeye per hundred weight. Now take a look at 839X6 she weighed 708 lbs at scan time and posted a 10.10 inch ribeye. This works out to 1.43 square inches of ribeye per hundred weight. Guys, if you are wanting cow power that can add meat and muscle to your herd then take a look right here!
Another outstanding MC Abrams 468T22 daughter, there is so much to like in these Abrams cattle. This is the first time that 2H Brangus is participating in The Collection and what a tremendous lot they have chosen. Another animal picked straight from the replacement pen of heifers. Another first is taking place in this offering as well, 929Y is a granddaughter of MC Revelation 129T, these are the first Revelation genetics to sell in The Collection.

It is no wonder there is so much growth and performance in 929Y, after all her grandfather, MC Revelation 129T, is the number 1 bull of the breed for WW and YW EPD. Now that is truly an accomplishment. 929Y is certainly doing everything right so far, she came light at a BW of 70 lbs and weaned off at 610 lbs to ratio 104. She has an impeccable set of EPDs of her own. Just look, she ranks in the top 25% of the breed or higher for 8 of the 9 measured traits. She ranks in the top 10% for YW, M&G, and REA, Top 15% for WW and Milk, Top 20% IMF and Top 25% for SC and BW. You could wear out a pickup truck trying to find a female that accomplishes all of this.

2H Brangus has chosen a great one for their first offering and this female could lead off just about any sale offering in the country.
If you have been following the Brangus breed for any length of time you realize that CRC-IFCC Magnum 331T cattle have been catching everyone’s attention. Magnum was purchased private treaty by Corlay Cattle Company where he was very successfully used and promoted until their dispersal last August. He now resides with Stalwart Ranch after their winning bid of $47,000. He produces progeny that are extremely thick muscled with lots of bone and power and TBF MS Magnum 675Y is no exception.

This powerful young female puts it all together to make a very complete package with an easy on the eyes appearance. She is very sound in her structure and is one that is just plain hard to poke holes in. Couple all of this with a well balanced set of EPDs and you have a female that would make a perfect addition to anyone’s herd.

**Lot 13**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TBF Ms Magnum 675Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R10199456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISS BRINKS SUNDANCE 607K18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-IFCC MAGNUM 331T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUHN’S MISS CADENCE 331H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISS BB BRAVO 331P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIGHT SIDE OF BRINKS 789G6 [ Summit Sire ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKSIDE OF BRINKS 14K5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISS BRINKS MILKY WAY 14G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS BRINKS BACKSIDE 675R12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISS BRINKS BIG EASY 675G16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISS BB EXACTO 675U4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPD’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj WW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Open heifer.
Lot 14B
This female not only has the look for the show ring, she’s extremely maternal and practical in her kind. She’s functional in her build, great middled and combines this with a great look on the pose. This Tonto daughter possesses the genetic potential and cow background to go generate dollars in the pasture as well. She goes back to the famed 88 cow family, and is a full sib to the 2011 National Champion Bull.

She is an extremely attractive, sound structured female who from the ground up possesses the width and dimension that will be sure to turn heads. She’s big boned, big hipped and ties together depth of flank and softness of rib with a very pleasing look on the pose.

**Selling Buyer’s Choice**

**RCC Ms Pearl 88Y**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>Milk</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>IMF</th>
<th>Fat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EPD’s BW WW YW Milk TM SC REA IMF
Perf. 76 543

30% 30% 25% 10%

RCC Ms Pearl 88Y

R10196225 Polled 3rd Gen 3/2/2011 Open Heifer Al

**RCC Ms Scarlett 88Y2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>Milk</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>IMF</th>
<th>Fat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EPD’s BW WW YW Milk TM SC REA IMF
Perf. 73 562

30% 20% 15% 20%

RCC Ms Scarlett 88Y2

R10196226 Polled 5th Gen 3/2/2011 Open Heifer Al

---

**Lot 14A**

**Lineman of Brinks 881A7**

TRANSFORMER OF BRINKS [Summit Sire]
MISS BB NEW EXACTO 784W

SG Tonto 820H7

LEACHMAN Tonto
WB MS Tonto 820G6
KO OF BRINKS 392F10 [Summit Sire]
UPPERCUT OF BRINKS 14J8

DDD Lady Doguet 88R4

MS WR Freda 88K

BW WW YW Milk TM SC REA IMF Fat
EPD’s 0.0 28 52 9 22 0.3 -0.5 -0.008
Perf. 76 543

30% 30% 25% 10%

Open heifer.

**Lot 14B**

**RCC Ms Pearl 88Y**

TRANSFORMER OF BRINKS [Summit Sire]
MISS BB NEW EXACTO 784W

LINEMAN OF BRINKS 881A7
MISS BB NE EXACTO 784W

BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12
MISS BRINKS SUNDANCE 607X18
KO OF BRINKS 392F10 [Summit Sire]

ALI OF BRINKS 209J2

DDD Lady Doguet 88R4

MS WR Freda 88K

BW WW YW Milk TM SC REA IMF Fat
EPD’s 0.8 28 55 12 26 0.9 -0.1 -0.003
Perf. 73 562

30% 20% 15% 20%

Open heifer.
It is obvious as you look through this catalog that there are many outstanding cow families in this breed, but there are very few that have been as productive in the last decade as the lineage found in this lot. The dam of this lot commanded $14,000 as the high selling donor pair through this very ring in 2011, going to the world renowned Telpara Hills program. A full brother to this female was the third high selling bull in the December 2011 GeneTrust Bull Sale at Cavender’s as a $9750 addition to the outstanding Draggin’ M herd. A maternal brother to this female, sired by Newt, was selected by Cavender Ranches as a $7500 feature of the 2008 Suhn Sale. The aforementioned would be an outstanding footnote in itself, but we are just getting started! The maternal granddam of this lot has produced well in excess of $100,000, and is as consistent of producing donor as there is in the breed. In fact, she produced three full brothers to the 11R5 donor that averaged over $7300 selling to both registered and commercial breeders alike. Add to this, the fact that 11X40 is also a paternal sister to the $20,000 heifer calf raised by Joe Cavender and selected by Richard Hood and Scott Broadus through the 2011 Global Collection, and it further becomes evident that there is real earning potential here!!! If dollars and cents aren’t enough proof of her potential, 11X40 ranks in the top 30% of the breed for 7 traits! She is in the top 15% for Milk, TM and Fat, the top 20% for YW, and the top 30% for WW, SC, and REA. We have said this much and haven’t even talked phenotype! 11X40 is extremely long and extended from end to end, she stands on a tremendous amount of bone, is loose in her design yet ties it all into a very attractive and feminine package. Her dam and granddam have tremendous udders and one can rest assured that trait will continue. Fertility also runs rampant in this cow family as the dam of this female averages 14 embryos/flush and her granddam averages 20! 11X40 settled on her first service A.I. to the exciting young sire from Cavender’s and Chimney Rock, CRC North Star, whose dam, the great 9U8P5, has produced as much revenue for Bill Davis as any donor in the country over the last 3 years. This lot truly stacks proven profit potential from end to end. Study your lesson here, you will not be sorry!!!
Here is your chance to own a part of the immortal 416 cow family. MS DMR PATTON 416X is phenotypically stunning and genetically flawless. She is an ET daughter of the elite donor cow, Suhn’s Miss Ali 416M12, that was jointly purchased from Suhn Cattle Company by Draggin’ M Ranch and Cavender Ranches in the Fall of 2008, and out of one of the most popular herd sires in the Brangus breed, Patton of Brinks 30T22.

The 416 cow family is made up of prominent cows like Miss CC Newsday 416E, Suhn’s Miss Ali 416M12, Suhn’s Miss Nimitz 416P30, and Suhn’s Miss Duke 416P10. It is also made up of herd sires like Suhn’s Affirmed 416N4, Suhn’s Alydar 416N3, Suhn’s Northern Dancer 416R4, and Suhn’s Distinction 331T48. The dam of MS DMR PATTON 416X, 416M12, is a full sister in blood to Affirmed and Alydar, and is also the dam of Northern Dancer.

The sire of MS DMR PATTON 416X, Patton of Brinks 30T22, needs no introduction as he is one of the hottest young herd sires in the breed today with progeny topping sales around the country. He is the sire of the hot young herd sire, GACC Chico 11X42, who we purchased from The Gariss Family for $9,750 at The Genetrust at Cavender Ranches fall bull sale. Patton was also the sire of CB MS PATTON 468X who sold at The Global Collection Sale in 2011 for $20,000 as an open heifer to the 101 Ranch.

MS DMR PATTON 416X is bred to calve in the fall of this year to the popular young herd sire, TJM CORONADO 535X. Coronado was our pick of the GeneTrust at Suhn Cattle Company Sale, commanding a price of $25,000. He is a moderate BW, deep ribbed, really soggy son of the popular CB Hombre 541T3 and out of a Lambert daughter. He ranks in the top 15% or above in six traits; plus, he has outstanding individual performance. He posted an adjusted 205 day weight of 754 lbs to ratio 122 and then went on to record an adjusted 365 day weight of 1300 lbs to ratio 110. He excels also in his ultrasound data as he scanned an adjusted REA of 15.46 to ratio 111 and an adjusted IMF of 5.29 to ratio an impressive 116.

DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY to own one of the great young females in the Brangus Breed. She is backed on top and bottom by cattle that have proven themselves, not only in the sale ring, but in the pasture as well. Bred to TJM CORONADO, she could easily be carrying the next young sire, and she will fit nicely into any donor herd in the country.
Talk about a donor cow in the making! This female had to travel lots of miles to get to you but I think everyone will agree it was worth the trip. She is making her journey from Burke Brangus Farms and Truitt Brangus Farms in Georgia and Alabama.

The dam of this great female was purchased in this very sale last year, MS Brinks Lambert 803T6. I think this is a perfect testament of how the quality of cattle in this sale runs so deep from year to year. This is the natural calf by CB Hombre 541T3 and what a powerful package she is. 803T6 has been in ET production for Burke and Truitt and if this female is any indication of what is to come, the sky is the limit.

The sire of this great female, CB Hombre 541T3, has been making quite the name for himself all over the world. He has proven himself to be extremely consistent and is one of the few sires in the Brangus breed where sexed semen is available. He was bred by Cavender Ranches and purchased by Southern Cattle Company. He has developed into one of the great breeding pieces of the Brangus breed. But it really is no surprise, after all he comes from one of the strongest cow families in the business, 541. His dam MS Brinks Bright Side 789G5 [Summit Sire] has a proven track record that has everyone clamoring for more of these genetics.

Now jump to the maternal grandsire of 803X. You will find one of the breed greats filling that spot, Lambert of Brinks 317R3. Talk about a bull that needs no introduction to the world of Brangus. He has a proven track record that has everyone clamoring for more of these genetics.

It is no wonder 803X has turned out the way she has. This long-bodied super feminine female is bound to catch your eye. You will be impressed by the overall softness of this female and how she combines this natural depth of body with ample muscle and bone. You could not draw prettier lines on a female with a pencil. All of this would mean nothing without soundness of structure and that she has. Couple all of this with a well balanced set of EPDs and she is certain to carry on her parent’s proud heritage of producing great ones.
If you like them deep, stout and broody you need to look at this female. By the great Patton and out of a Sundance, one of the best female bulls in the breed, she puts pedigree, weights and scans together in a powerful package. Notice her 5.17 IMF to round out carcass with performance. We really hate selling this heifer but we believe in offering the best. Please take a look and you will like what you see and read on this young female.

If you like them deep, stout and broody you need to look at this female. By the great Patton and out of a Sundance, one of the best female bulls in the breed, she puts pedigree, weights and scans together in a powerful package. Notice her 5.17 IMF to round out carcass with performance. We really hate selling this heifer but we believe in offering the best. Please take a look and you will like what you see and read on this young female.
Only in “The Collection” will you find a package designed for the progressive Brangus breeder seeking the next generation genetics. TRIO’s Xara 1114X3 is a daughter of the power sire Tanque 23T and Brinks Cassie 1114S, the 2009 Co-Show Female of the Year. She is confirmed bred to Mr. PB RedBull 521/09 W, the 2011 Red Brangus Grand Champion Bull of the International show here in Houston.

TRIO’s Xara 1114X3 is long bodied, stout structured, sound and packed with performance. She is a full sibling to TRIO’s Xandra 1114X the Grand Champion at the State Fair of Texas and a maternal sibling to TRIO’s Imperator 1114X2 that is currently in the ABS Latin American Sire Line Up.

The product of this mating to Red Bull will combine the legendary sire lines Rocky Street, 19/M and Homerun into a modern phenotype of moderation, efficiency and performance. Xara is the first daughter of Cassie to be offered for sale at a public auction and the first progeny of RedBull to be offered as well. This is a combination not found anywhere else in the breed.
Power and performance in an attractive package! HBB Ms Geronimo 23M3-62S2 is a must see. She is a long-smooth fronted female that is level in her top line, sound footed, and explosive in growth and muscling. 62S2 ranks in the Top 2% of the breed for WW, YW and REA while maintaining a Top 30% Milk EPD. Maternal and mothering ability is second to none in this cow line, 62S2 has an exceptional udder with excellent teat placement and size in addition to a sound, level floor. She is also backed by a dam that is a Summit Cow, fertility and maternal at its best!

62S2 has proven herself as a herd sire producer. Her son, SCC HBB Henderson 62W was exported internationally when he was purchased by Randy Coutin of Puerto Rico. He posted a 751 adj. WW, 1327 adj. YW, a 14.9 inch REA, with a 4.175 IMF score. You will be pleased with the calf at 62S2’s side, HBB Formation 62Y2; he could be your next herd sire and show bull prospect! 62Y2 is a smooth fronted, long bodied, high volume bull calf with an exceptional amount of power and thickness. He combines all of these attributes on a sound structure with extra width of frame and size of foot. He also ranks in the Top 15% of the breed for WW, YW and TM, Top 20% Milk & SC, and Top 25% REA. Power and predictability at its greatest! 62Y2’s sire, Suhn’s Formation 331W17 is doing an exceptional job in our herd; his calves are consistently rising to the top of their contemporary groups with outstanding uniformity. He is adding width of base, depth of body, thickness, and structure to his progeny in a moderate, easy keeping package with growth. Formation 331W17 is out of Alydar and backed by one of the great females in the breed, Suhn’s Ms Cadence 331M3, who is now owned by Draggin’ M Ranch and is the dam of the immortal Suhn’s Next Step 331R7!

62S2 sells bred to the growth, carcass, and marbling outlier, GR Swift 209W3. Swift posts an actual REA of 16.33 with a 5.640 IMF score and ranks in the top 3% of the breed for REA, Top 10% YW & IMF, and Top 15% WW. Swift was one of the top herd sire prospects during the fall of 2010 season and was selected by Schoenig Land &
As our first ever consignment to “The Collection”, the caliber of JDH El Dorado Manso 774/4 represents just how much we value the opportunity to be a part of such an elite offering. A standout from our 2010 calf crop, El Dorado is a promising young son of JDH Elmo Manso 309/4, the 2008 National Champion Grey Brahman bull. He was born to dam and current donor JDH Landeche Manso as her 6th calf. As an 8 year old cow, Lady Landeche was flushed while nursing El Dorado, produced six grade one and three grade two embryos, and managed to re-breed on the first post flush heat all during our standard 60 day winter breeding season.

Carrying the “Elmo Stamp”, 774/4 is the epitome of what we strive for in producing sires. He exhibits the presence, muscle pattern, correctness, and substance that Elmo has become known for. As and added bonus, at 1135 lbs, he scanned to have a 12.7 inch ribeye (1.12in/cwt) and scored a 4.35% IMF. With a history of dam and sire side fertility, a low birthweight, a powerfully striking and correct phenotype, and evidence of superior carcass quality, the opportunity to own a bull like El Dorado may be one that truly presents itself once in a lifetime.

Given the potential to be a real impact sire, not only in the Brahman breed, but in the entire beef industry, we are proud to offer a half interest in and full possession of El Dorado. The other half interest will be maintained by Locke Division of J.D. Hudgins. Any decisions pertaining to collection of and marketing the genetics of JDH El Dorado Manso must be mutually agreed upon by both the buyer and consignor.
When given the invitation to participate in The Collection Sale, we sought out to offer one of our best. Through the years, we have enjoyed very successful relationships with Brangus breeders in their quest for breeding up programs and it is with great pride that we offer Miss V8 578/7. This female would be a huge asset to any breeder, Brahman or Brangus. We currently have two full brothers and two full sisters in our showstring. Miss V8 578/7 represents the best of the best in terms of V8 cow families. Her dam is Miss V8 464/6, the 2007 International Champion Brahman Female and Champion Female of the 2008 World Brahman Congress. There is no other female in the U.S. that holds the honor of being the World Brahman Congress champion. 464 is a (+)JDH Charley 590/6 daughter who stems from one of the most esteemed cow families in the history of V8. She is a direct daughter of +Miss V8 188/5, who produced three International Champions by three different sires. Brangus breeders will also notice her maternal granddam is the famed +MS Claydesta 203-807U5 cow, who was bred by Clayton Williams and generated over $1 million in sales for us. Her sire is +JDH Sir Avery Manso 159/7, a Register of Renown bull owned by V8 who is another female producer. His pedigree holds the best of modern Hudgins breeding, Liberty, Datapack, and Remington. The Avery daughters are phenomenal producers known for their high embryo production and outstanding flush results. When you look at this female, she exemplifies what V8 is known for, and boasts a pedigree second to none. V8 retains 1 flush in this female at the buyer’s convenience.
Genetic Potential meets Powerful Phenotype in JDH Lady Eleanor Manso 367/4.

An outstanding donor prospect sired by the 2008 National Champion Grey Brahman bull JDH Mr Elmo Manso 309/4, Lady Eleanor excels in so many areas we emphasize as crucial in determining optimum production as a brood cow. With a huge spring of rib, absolute correctness, abundance of bone and muscle expression, we rarely find females that tie so many positive attributes together while maintaining femininity. Due to calve this spring, we are proud to offer the opportunity to IVF Lady Eleanor guaranteeing 6 transferable embryos. As an added bonus, we will make available semen from such well known sires as JDH Mr Vanicek Manso 340/4, JDH Mr Ashton Manso 193/4, JDH Peter Pan Manso 591/4, and JDH Sir Brandon Manso 761/3, along with powerful V8 sires Mr. V8 463/6 (2009 National Champion), Mr. V8 675/6, Mr. V8 901/4, and Mr. V8 51/6. Imagine the outcross potential of combining such genetics and add to it the ability to select bull calves or heifer calves and the promise of this opportunity increases exponentially.

This lot is offered jointly by Locke Division of J.D. Hudgins and Brandon and Rachel Cutter. All IVF work must be done by TransOva in Centerville, TX. Buyer will be responsible for all IVF expenses.
Few times in generations of cattle breeding does the right combination of a thoughtfully planned mating and providential intervention meet to create a one of a kind genetic masterpiece that dominates an era. Csonka of Brinks 30R4 is just that masterpiece of power, prepotency, and prominence. In the fall of 2006, we took a leap of faith and bought ½ interest and possession of Csonka for $65,000 (a record at the time) at Camp Cooley’s fall sale. We hoped, but little did we realize, what a wonderful decision and valuable addition to the genetic strength of the Brangus breed that Csonka would become. In December of 2009, the opportunity to buy through private treaty the remaining interest in Csonka from Camp Cooley Ranch became available and we jumped on it. The Oaks Farms Brangus did acquire the remaining ½ interest in Csonka resulting in our owning 100% interest and maintaining full possession in this important multiple trait, breed leading bull. Then in March of 2010 history was made again at the first Global Collection sale. Csonka semen was offered for domestic syndication. No semen would be sold domestically on this great sire again until 2014 or maybe never. The only way to obtain semen on this breed great was to become a part of the syndication and own one of the semen shares offered. Shortly after this offering was made domestically a private treaty agreement was reached for exclusive Australia marketing rights with ABS.

Not another bull since Transformer has so dominated Brangus sales in demand for both his sons and daughters as has Csonka who just celebrated his 7th birthday in January. Sons like the $50,000 LTD of Brinks, the $25,000 Patton of Brinks and the $30,000 CRCC Guardian have created quite a stir around the breed. Innumerable daughters have been among the most valuable and treasured over the past few years. When you tally the value of his progeny in sales, no sire can compare to Csonka in putting more total dollars in the bank. If you tallied the dollars generated in semen sales by Csonka and his sons it would surely establish Csonka as one of the all time dollar generating sires in the Brangus breed.

Semen is CSS qualified and ready for immediate shipment to a destination of your choosing. Please contact Kyle Devoll, with Cattle Solutions, or Vern Suhn, with GENETRUST, or Joe Kassler, with The Oaks Farms Brangus, to place your order and put this now HIGHLY PROVEN herd sire to work in your herd.
Bidding
• Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder. The auctioneer will settle any disputes as to bids, and his decision on such matters shall be final.

Terms
• Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold, but it shall be the obligation of the seller to see that the animals are fed and cared for until loaded for shipment or until the expiration for 24 hours after the sale, whichever occurs sooner.

Sight Unseen Purchases
• Buyers may purchase cattle by contacting one of the people listed in the catalog as sale day contacts.

Certificate Of Registry
• A transferred certificate of registry will be furnished to the purchaser for each registered animal, once proper settlement has been made.

Health
• Interstate health papers suitable for interstate shipment will be furnished on all animals.

Announcements
• Any changes from the information of any kind in this catalog will be provided in a sale day supplement sheet or announced from the auction block and such information shall take precedence over cataloged information.

Breeding Guarantee
• All animals are guaranteed breeders with the exception of: calves under 12 months of age; animals shown by purchaser after sale in which the breeding guarantee (if any) shall be agreed upon between the seller and the buyer; injury or disease occurring after sale; gross negligence or willful misconduct on the part of the purchaser; death by any reason.

Options and Privileges of Return or Adjustment
• All claims for adjustment or refund must be made in writing either within six months of the sale date or no later than six months after the animal reaches 18 months of age.

Rights and Obligations
• The above terms and conditions of sale shall constitute a contract between the buyer and seller of each animal and shall be equally binding upon both. Other than the guarantees and warranties stated above, no other warranties or guarantees are expressed or implied. Each sale or resale of an animal constitutes a separate transaction.
• Neither the seller, the sale management, nor any other person connected with management of the sale, assumes liability, legal or otherwise.
Thank You for Attending The Collection 2012
This year we invite everyone to come out to the tent on March 1st at 4:30 pm for a Get Together. Come out to socialize, enjoy some refreshments and look at some of the best cattle Brangus, Red Brangus and the Brahman breed have to offer.

Our offering will include herd sires, donor prospects, pairs, bred & open heifers and embryo pick lots.

Don’t miss it!